January 1, 2019

Thin Brick Glaze Variation Acceptance Form

Due to the nature of hand-made thin brick, glazes will vary slightly in color, density and surface quality from brick to brick and lot to lot. It is extremely critical that it be understood that while the tile samples received or seen in our showrooms show a good representation of our glaze ranges, they may not exactly match the thin brick in the final order.

Glaze color variation is a desired and inherent characteristic of handcrafted ceramic products. Knowing that it is such variation that gives handmade thin brick its unique nature and special appeal, it is important to be aware of the slightly unpredictable nature of our glazes.

All of our thin bricks and glazes are hand mixed, hand-dipped or sprayed and so vary accordingly, glazes will also vary slightly from batch to batch. The thin bricks are fired in high temperature kilns and range can be affected by air circulation, tile placement within the kiln and whether a complete order fits into one kiln or must be fired in several kilns. Some glazed tiles may be susceptible to crazing; this will not affect their suitability in any way and is not a defect in the thin brick.

Thank you,

McIntyre Tile Company
P.O. Box 14
Healdsburg, CA 95448
(P) 707-433-8866 ext. 300 or 301
(F) 707-433-0548
customerservice@mcintyre-tile.com